Creative EDU

Creative Educational Resources for Elementary Students and Teachers

CreativeEDU takes on the challenge of offering elementary school students and teachers a collection of creative, computer-based resources and fun activities to create a memorable learning experience in studying elementary education subjects.

Services users can utilize:

1. A searchable database of web addresses that take the users to a variety of teaching and fun resources.

2. The database acts as a portable favorites/bookmarks – users can access the same resource links from any computers with internet access.

3. The site allows classroom teachers to find lesson plans, resources and activities for classroom use.

4. Students and their parents can use the database to get help with homework, to find practice information and playful learning activities.

5. Users can create pre-specified resource-link groups that can be accessed later without searching for the entries – perfect for teachers who want students to access the same web pages from several computers.

6. Users can annotate these collections with their own text to make it easier to remember their thoughts.

7. The link collections and comment text can be organized/placed together in any order it is practical for the user.

8. Users can contribute to the resources by adding new web links to the database.

WHO IS CREATIVEEDU FOR?
CreativeEDU’s target audience is everybody who would like to learn new things or get help with a specific elementary subject while still having fun. Elementary teachers, students and their parents might use this site to assist their studies.

SHARE YOUR RESOURCES WITH THE WORLD!

USERS
All registered users are able to browse the entire database, but clients can request contributor access rights, so they can upload and share newer resources.

THE SEARCH
CreativeEDU search function is developed to make finding entries in the database as easy as possible, so users do not have to spend a long time finding resources, but they can use that time actually using them.

The search uses features like auto-fill, keyword help and pre-set categories to help users to find the best keywords for their searches.